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Aging and Exercise Training on the Neuromuscular Functions of Human Movements
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1. Introduction

The mechanical characteristics of muscles that control the movement are important in determining the human locomotor system and can be modified with aging and exercise training. The function of keeping or improving lower limb muscle is important for elderly individuals because such function is associated with better functional performance such as brisk walking, stair climbing and chair standing. Because many of our daily living activities are multi-joint movements, we have investigated the aging-related changes in muscle functions of the lower limb multi-joint movements over a wide range and large number of people. In this chapter, I address the importance of muscle physiology in human movements with effects of aging and exercise training for elderly individuals.

2. Aging on the neuromuscular system

Aging is associated with impairment of various biological functions, such as decreases in muscle mass, strength, cellular protein synthesis, bone mineral density and hormonal secretion, or an increase in adipose tissue (Goodpaster et al. 2001; Lamberts et al 1997; Snead et al. 1993). The deterioration of skeletal muscle function is one of the primary consequences of aging. Muscular strength or power in humans is usually dependent on the growth process or aging. It is known that the peak of muscular strength is generally achieved between the ages of 20 and 30 years in both men and women, thereafter gradually decreases and begins to accelerate a decline after the ages of 60 to 65 (Hakkinen et al. 1995, 1997; Lindle et al. 1997). Aging can cause to a great decline in the function of neuromuscular system both during dynamic and isometric muscle activities (Bassey & Short, 1990; Hakkinen et al. 1995, 1997). This impairment in muscular force production appears to be dependent on the type of muscular contractions and gender: a decline in concentric strength starts earlier in ages of both men and women than eccentric strength, which also starts to decline earlier in men than in women (Lindle et al. 1997). A decrease in muscle force with aging is also associated with a reduced number of motor units (McComas et al. 1993). Such decrease in neuromuscular function seems to be occurred in selective atrophy of muscle...
fiber type. With aging process, it is greater loss in fast twitch types than in slow twitch types. Slow-twitch muscle fibers as SO (slow-twitch oxidative) fibers have characteristics in aerobic (oxidative) metabolism, slow contraction speed, and, in return, they are designed to be fatigue resistance. On the contrary, fast-twitch muscle fibers have three times faster intrinsic speeds of contraction and faster time to peak tension, produce higher twitch and tetanic tensions, have higher peak powers and reach peak power at higher speeds of contraction than slow-twitch muscle fibers; in return, they have the smaller number of both capillaries and mitochondria so that they induce fatigue quickly and need the longer recovery time to re-synthesize contractile proteins in accordance with high intensity exercises. Therefore, the aging-related decline in explosive strength can be associated with a decrease in maximum and rapid voluntary motor unit activation as well as atrophy of fast twitch fibers (Hakkinen et al. 1995). The ability of muscle to generate force explosively is especially important to move quickly so as to prevent a fall from a stumble in elderly individuals (Earles et al. 2001). The declines in physical performance or muscle force production of lower limbs among elderly individuals are a serious issue because it can be predictive of subsequent disability, bedridden and eventually early death (Guralnik et al. 1995).

3. Aging related muscle atrophy and changes in contractile properties

The decline in force generating capacity and muscle mass with aging is called sarcopenia. The maximum force production is strongly related to muscle mass or cross sectional area of muscle, so that the decline in maximum force production with aging can be caused by a decrease in muscle mass (Akima et al. 2001). It has been reported that a 31% decrease in the volume of quadriceps femoris is seen in elderly as compared with young individuals (Trappe et al. 2001). Furthermore, the muscle force per cross-sectional fiber area (specific tension) in the quadriceps femoris muscle (Frontera et al. 2000) and vastus lateralis muscle (Trappe et al. 2003) in human does not change with aging, so that an aging-related decrease in muscle mass is one of the key factors for loss of strength in elderly people. On the other hands, other studies have shown the reduction of specific tension in type I and IIa fibers in human vastus lateralis muscle with aging (Frontera et al. 2000; D’Antona et al. 2003; Larsson et al. 1997), implying the impairment of neural factors. In addition, reduction of muscle function and volume with aging is associated with a higher percentage of body fat in elderly individuals, due probably to a decrease in basal metabolism. More interestingly, smaller size of thigh circumference could increase a risk of death in older age (Heitmann & Frederksen, 2009). These suggest that aging-related decline in muscle function and mass have many important aspects of health issues in elderly individuals.

Muscle contractile velocity provides important information about not only mechano-chemical characteristics of the actin-myosin interaction (Huxley and Simmons, 1971) but also the contractile properties of human movements. With aging, no changes in maximum unloaded velocity are reported by the study with single muscle fiber of the vastus lateralis in young and old people (Trappe et al. 2003), although other single fiber studies on human vastus lateralis muscle have reported an inconsistency such that either decreased or unchanged maximum unloaded velocity with aging was observed depending on the type of muscle fibers or genders (D’Antona et al. 2003; Krivickas et al. 2001; Larsson et al. 1997). The animal studies have also shown no consistent results on the changes in maximum unloaded
velocity associated with aging, e.g., a decrease in the slow twitch, soleus (Li & Larsson, 1996; Thompson & Brown, 1999) and a decrease in the fast twitch, superficial vastus lateralis muscle fibers (Fitts et al. 1984), while no changes in the slow twitch, soleus muscle fibers (Brooks & Faulkner, 1988; Fitts et al. 1984) and the fast twitch, extensor digitorum longus (Brooks & Faulkner, 1988; Fitts et al. 1984; Li & Larsson, 1996) and flexor digitorum longus muscle fibers (Walters et al. 1990). It seems likely that the reduction of force generation rather than shortening velocity is a major factor for the impairment of physical performance in elderly individuals.

4. Aging on the neuromuscular functions of human movements

Although the contractile properties of isolated muscle have been extensively studied, the influence of aging on contractile properties of muscles that control the multi-joint movements has not been extensively studied. We have developed the dynamometer with a high time-resolution servo system to obtain the isotonic, force-velocity relation of knee-hip extension movements (Yamauchi et al. 2007). By using this method, muscle functions are precisely evaluated with relatively small physical stress; i.e., without generation of large force to accelerate the inertial mass (Yamauchi & Ishii, 2007) and without a large increase in blood pressure (Yamauchi et al. 2008). To understand aging-related differences on the maximum force, unloaded velocity and power of leg multi-joint movements, the dynamometer was used to investigate the isotonic force-velocity and force-power relations of muscles that control leg multi-joint movements, and the maximum isometric force (Fmax), unloaded velocity (Vmax) and power (Pmax) were determined from the force-velocity relation.

We compared muscle functions of bilateral and unilateral knee-hip extension movements between healthy young (age, 19-31yrs) and healthy elderly (age, 60-82yrs) women (Yamauchi et al. 2009a). Figure 1 shows a typical example of force-velocity and force-power relations of knee-hip extension movements in young and elderly individuals. We showed that Fmax and Pmax of bilateral and unilateral knee-hip extension movements were 20-30% lower in elderly than in young women (Figure 2). On the other hand, there was no significant change in Vmax between young and elderly women and between bilateral and unilateral movements. Bilateral deficit was larger as the generation of force was larger in both young and elderly women. Also, bilateral deficit of Fmax and Pmax were not different between young and elderly women. Next, we investigated muscle functions of two hundred eighty-five recreationally active men (n=142) and women (n=143) aged between 18 and 82 year old volunteers for the cross sectional study (Yamauchi et al. 2010). We showed that with increasing age, Fmax/body mass significantly declined in both men (r=-0.400, p<0.001) and women (r=-0.587, p<0.001), while Vmax/leg length did not change with age in both men (r=-0.033, p>0.05) and women (r=-0.040, p>0.05). Pmax significantly declined with age in both men (r=-0.370, p<0.001) and women (r=-0.446, p<0.001). Figure 3 shows that maximum force and maximum power of knee-hip extension movements progressively decrease with increasing age. Both results showed the aging-related decline in maximum force and power output, but no differences in the intrinsic shortening velocity of leg multi-joint movements. This finding suggests that decreases in muscle force generating capacity and power may primarily lead to the loss of mobility and a reduced capability of
Fig. 1. Representative force-velocity and force-power relationships of bi- and unilateral knee-hip extension movements in young (a) and elderly (b) women (Yamauchi et al. 2009a). Filled circles, bi-lateral contraction (young, r=-0.99; elderly, r=-0.99); filled squares, right unilateral contraction (young, r=-0.99; elderly, r=-0.99); filled triangles, left unilateral contractions (young, r=-0.99; elderly, r=-0.98). Fmax and Vmax were estimated by extrapolations of linear regressions to zero force and velocity, respectively. Pmax was calculated as 0.5Fmax times 0.5Vmax.

Fig. 2. Maximum isometric force (Fmax), velocity (Vmax) and power (Pmax) of knee-hip extension in young and elderly women (modified from Yamauchi et al. 2009a). Data were expressed as mean and SD. * p<0.01 as compared to Y group.
accelerating and decelerating the body mass during the movements. Such decrease in maximum force relative to body mass in elderly individuals indicates an increase in the risk of fall or decrease in quality of active life. This impairment of force generating capacity could be the major cause of aging-associated changes in walking ability, such as decrease in walking distance and speed (Lauretani et al. 2003). Thus, it is important to prevent a loss of force generating capacity of leg multi-joint movements in elderly individuals.

Fig. 3. Aging related changes in muscle functions of lower limb multi-joint movements (modified from Yamauchi et al. 2010)

5. Exercise training adaptation on the neuromuscular system

The exercise training can induce physiological adaptations in the muscle and nervous system (Bosco et al. 1986; Coyle et al. 1981; Hakkinen et al. 1989; McDonagh & Davies, 1984). A greater force production is directly related to the muscular hypertrophy in the long-term adaptation, whereas to the neural adaptation in the short-term adaptation to the exercise training. It is well known that most of untrained individuals can easily increase the voluntary maximum force capacity without muscle hypertrophy in the early phase of strength training. The great increases in force production for untrained individuals during the early phase of training can be explained by neural adaptation in terms of an increase in both muscle activation levels and synchronous activation patterns (Hakkinen, 1989; Kreamer et al. 1996; Ploutz et al. 1994). As muscle fibers adapt to exercise trainings, adaptation of motoneurons occurred for satisfying a new level of physiological demands; e.g., enlargements of the cell body, nucleus, and nucleolus of the motoneuron are observed after high intensity exercises (Burke, 1975). EMG studies have shown that increases in both recruitment and firing rate as well as various facilitatory and inhibitory effects in CNS are recognized during various period of strength training (Sale, 1991). As force increases, both motor unit recruitment and firing rate increase. Such training-induced neural adaptations may lead an increase in the amount of neural input to the trained muscles especially during a short period of time (Hakkinen, 1989), allowing force to develop more rapidly and peak force to be kept for a long period of time (Sale, 1988).

When strength training proceeds to the longer period, more muscular hypertrophy factors, as a result of the synthesis of new protein, will contribute to the improvement of muscle force generating capacity (McDonagh & Davies, 1984). When the effect of muscle fiber hypertrophy increases, the motor unit activation required to produce a given force reduces. An increase in mechanical stress per unit area of activated muscle to lift a given load during exercise training can potentially be a physiological stimulus for strength gain and muscle hypertrophy, thus the strength training must be performed with progressively increases in load and with different types of movement over a exercise period (Kraemer et al. 1996; Ploutz et al. 1994). The muscle hypertrophy effects of exercise training in the human muscle
are most prominent in the type II fibers (Komi, 1984; McDonagh & Davies, 1984). Although the cross sectional areas of both slow-twitch and fast-twitch muscle fibers increase after the exercise training (Linossier et al. 1997; MacDougall et al. 1979; Staron et al. 1990, 1991), training-induced hypertrophy appears to be greater in fast-twitch fibers than in slow-twitch fibers. To develop the muscular size, increases in protein synthesis are required as an adaptation to increased mechanical stress (Kraemer et al. 1995; MacDougall et al. 1979; McDonagh & Davies, 1984). An increase in muscle protein synthesis results in the construction of more myofibrils and producing greater contractile force. After the strength training, muscle fibers are recovered from damage and this process is lasted for a day or a few days depending on the intensity of exercise used and on the type of muscle involved. This recovery process generates a larger amount of protein in the muscle fiber, resulting in greater protein density, greater muscle fiber strength and size. Muscle protein synthesis may be increased by the release of growth factors and subsequent satellite cell activation as a result of muscle fiber damage (Chesley et al. 1992; White & Esser, 1989). The time course for changes in muscle protein synthesis after strength training may be related to training variables, such as the intensity and volume of exercise; the muscle or muscle groups involved; the type of muscle contraction performed; the training state of the trainees; and training frequency and subsequent recovery from exercise.

6. Exercise training for elderly individuals

So, how can we prevent a decrease in muscle force and power generating capacities with aging? The maximum force production is related to muscle size and neural factors so that the decline in maximum force production with aging should be caused by a decrease in muscle size and impairment of nervous system. Aging-related loss in muscle mass and rapid voluntary motor unit activation, especially the atrophy of fast twitch muscle fibers, are key factors for loss of muscle force production in lower limb multi-joint movements for elderly people. Scientific research shows that the resistance training is an effective countermeasure against sarcopenia or aging-related loss in muscle mass and functions. Resistance training for elderly individuals has positive effects of insulin action, bone density, energy metabolism and other biological functional status, so as to improve in daily activity. Even in debilitated elderly patients, resistance training for a short period can increase isometric force and physical function (Meuleman et al 2000). Long-term exercise trainings also show the improvement of neurobehavioral functions and the reducing risks of fall in elderly individuals (Fujisawa et al. 2007). Therefore, importance of resistance training for the elderly individuals is increasing in our society.

Most of studies in exercise training are usually using strength training equipment at fitness gym or exercise science laboratory. This may lead to people thinking that it is necessary to go to the fitness gym when they want to strengthen their body. At the fitness gym, fitness trainer can teach you how to train your body more effectively and correctly with using machines. However, once you learned proper exercise with experts, you can do many exercises at home without using machines. This self-managed exercise at home is more important for elderly individuals because older individuals are simply lower in daily activity. For this reason, exercise training at home or a community center without using strength training equipment has become increasingly in demand by elderly individuals. Some home-based exercise programs have shown benefits to functional abilities in daily activities of elderly individuals (King et al. 1991; McMurdo & Johnstone, 1995). It is
important to understand how exercise training with using own bodyweight in elderly individuals affects muscle functions that relate to daily activity.

We have shown that exercise training using only body weight for a 10-month period successfully increased maximum force on average 15% and power output 13%, but left unchanged maximum unloaded velocity of leg multi-joint movements (Figure 4). Increased muscle force and power output of the knee–hip extension movement after the exercise training is likely due to an increase in muscle mass and improved muscle activation level. Also, improvement of muscular coordination in lower limbs could give rise to an increase in maximum force and power of knee-hip extension movement. Exercise training with leg multi-joint movements such as squat may largely provide increases in muscle force and power of knee-hip extension movement because specific movements favor to contribute improvement in coordination of agonist-antagonist muscle activity in multi-joint movements.

Fig. 4. Relative changes in maximum force (Fmax), velocity (Vmax) and power (Pmax) of lower limb multi-joint movements after the bodyweight based exercise training (modified from Yamauchi et al. 2009b). *Denotes a significant difference from pre-exercise training value (p<0.001).

Improvement of lower limb muscle force generating capacity after the exercise training could provide a positive influence on activities of daily living in elderly individuals. Increases in relative force and power reduce a risk of fall and increase quality of active life in elderly individuals (Tinetti et al. 1988). A greater muscle force generation can lead a better capability of accelerating and decelerating bodyweight during the movements and this capability will help elderly individuals to remain independent. The magnitude of increase in maximum force is related to the training intensity in elderly individuals (Figure 5). Individuals with higher exercise intensity gained greater increase in maximum force. This suggests that bodyweight-based resistance exercises could give enough training stimuli for individuals with a lower level of maximum force level, but not for individuals with an already high level. For the bodyweight based exercise training program, body weight
relative to maximum force is an important parameter as a training intensity to determine the effects. When exercise trainings with own bodyweight continuously perform for a long term, their effects may dilute as time goes by because of increase in strength or decrease in training intensity. Thus, training intensity should change progressively with external resistance, movement speed, variation of exercise and frequency. It is generally suggested that strength training twice per week or even three times per week is optimal for improvements in strength, power and functional performance in elderly individuals. Further study needs to investigate frequency and other valuables of exercise training with using own bodyweight. Appropriate measurements of muscle function and subsequent exercise prescription in the multi-joint movements of the lower limbs are essential for the aged population.

Fig. 5. Relationship between training intensity and % changes in maximum force (Fmax) after the bodyweight based exercise training (Yamauchi et al. 2009b)

7. Conclusion

It is important to understand the aging-related differences in muscle function of lower limb multi-joint movements because they are profoundly related to the movements of daily living. Aging-related decline in muscular power performance of multi-joint movements in the lower limbs has much larger effects on the force generating capacity than on the shortening velocity of muscles, because, with aging process, the maximum force generating capacity declined, whereas the maximum shortening velocity was not affected. This suggests that decreases in muscle force generating capacity and power with aging may primarily cause to the loss of mobility and a reduced capability of accelerating and decelerating body mass during leg multi-joint movements in elderly individuals. On the other hands, the exercise training is considered as important countermeasure against sarcopenia. Exercise training using own bodyweight was effective to increase in muscle
force and power of leg multi-joint movements in elderly individuals. An initial training status was important for progressive increases in muscle force of leg multi-joint movements in elderly individuals. Proper assessment of muscle functions prior to exercise training is important for elderly individuals to provide better exercise prescription at home or a community center.

8. References


With the baby boomer generation reaching 65 years of age, attention in the medical field is turning to how best to meet the needs of this rapidly approaching, large population of geriatric individuals. Geriatric healthcare by nature is multi-dimensional, involving medical, educational, social, cultural, religious and economic factors. The chapters in this book illustrate the complex interplay of these factors in the development, management and treatment of geriatric patients, and begin by examining sarcopenia, cognitive decline and dysphagia as important factors involved in frailty syndrome. This is followed by strategies to increase healthspan and lifespan, such as exercise, nutrition and immunization, as well as how physical, psychological and socio-cultural changes impact learning in the elderly. The final chapters of the book examine end of life issues for geriatric patients, including effective advocacy by patients and families for responsive care, attitudes toward autonomy and legal instruments, and the cost effectiveness of new health care technologies and services.
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